A major deletion in the cucumber mitochondrial genome sorts with the MSC phenotype.
The cucumber mitochondrial genome is unique because of its large size, paternal transmission, and the existence of a paternally transmitted mosaic (MSC) phenotype spontaneously appearing after independent tissue culture experiments. Transmission studies eliminated paternal imprinting as the genetic basis for the MSC phenotype. We identified a 13 kb region (JLV5-DEL) in the wild-type mitochondrial genome that was absent from three MSC lines. This deleted region was paternally transmitted with the MSC phenotype through the F3 and test-cross generations. Southern hybridizations and PCR amplifications using primers within the JLV5 region revealed that rare wild-type sorters possessed the wild-type region. MSC plants possess the wild-type region at levels (approximately 0.002) below detection by standard PCR reactions and Southern hybridizations, using genomic DNA. Sequence analysis of the wild-type contig revealed no homologies to mitochondrial genes and no open reading frames within JLV5-DEL. PCR amplifications across JLV5-DEL using MSC mtDNA revealed that the loss of this region was not a simple deletion and may be associated with a rearrangement. Because no genic regions were identified within the wild-type JLV5 region, the specific lesion conditioning the MSC phenotype may be associated with the putative rearrangement or another mutation that occurred during tissue culture or exists substoichiometrically in the parental line and is transmitted together with JLV5 within the same mitochondrion.